Imagine Pools™
Mission Statement.
Our purpose is to help as many families as
possible enjoy “Life at its Best™” through
the enjoyment of their own Imagine Pools™
composite fiberglass swimming pool and related
products, working within our unique network
of independent dealers providing “Five Star
Service” and high quality installations.

Imagine Pools™
A beautiful reflection of all
the things you cherish most.

Family. Friends. Fun. Fitness. Quality.
Imagine having everything you ever dreamed
of, right in your backyard. That’s the beauty of
Imagine Pools™. And it can go from a glimmer in
your mind’s eye... to shimmering in the sun... in
a very short time.

The new wave of pool design.
Imagine Pools™ is at the forefront of composite
pool technology and design. We now offer 34
models including splash decks, spas and spa
combos, tanning ledges, elegant curves and
unique architecture. In other words, we have
everything you need to make a splash in your
own backyard oasis.

Plug & play.
With an Imagine Pools™ composite fiberglass
swimming pool, you’re free to choose from a vast
array of sizes, shapes, colors and configurations
that perfectly suit your tastes, and your space.
Then it’s simply plug-and-play. Your installer could
prep one day and set your pool the next saving
your family from months of backyard chaos. From
design, to delivery, to installation…every aspect of
your new Imagine Pools™ swimming pool is,
quite literally, seamless.
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Quality at its core.
There’s beauty deep below the surface, too.
Imagine Pools™ swimming pools are crafted
with marine-grade technology and Centurion
Core™ Construction – to provide years of low
maintenance, trouble-free ownership. The
non-reactive composite construction reduces
chemical usage, and a smooth, lustrous gelcoat
finish means it is not only beautiful to admire
but also enjoyable to swim in. Because the
whole point of having a swimming pool in your
backyard is to relax. Imagine that.

Integrity is at the core of
everything we do.
Imagine Pools™ swimming pools are engineered
with our exclusive Centurion Core™ technology,
featuring high-performance vinyl ester resin
woven into each and every structural layer. The
result is a composite pool with extraordinary
structural integrity, durability and corrosion
resistance. With thoughtful engineering, we’ve
built a perimeter safety ledge into every pool
design that’s ideal for kids and also serves to add
strength to the pool structure. All Imagine Pools™
products are built under strict quality controls
and supervision with processes that we have
perfected over thousands of pools manufactured.

Guaranteed for life.
When you invest in an Imagine Pools™ composite
fiberglass swimming pool, you’re not just
buying a healthy new lifestyle, you’re buying
into the most advanced composite construction
technology on the market. In fact, Imagine
Pools™ swimming pools are so well made, we
stand behind them with a Lifetime Structural
Warranty and a Lifetime Structural Osmosis
Warranty. Plus, we offer a ten-year Gelcoat
Warranty. Here’s the best part: health experts
consider swimming to be one of the best total
body exercises you can do - and it’s one of the
best in bringing friends and families together
for your social health. Which may just mean that
the more time you spend in your Imagine Pools™
composite fiberglass swimming pool, the more
you’ll get out of it. That’s a pretty nice return on
your investment.

THE VISION™

+ Sleek, modern design allows for unlimited
landscaping possibilities for both traditional
and modern aesthetics

Width

Flat Depth

26’

10’

5’

+ Large bench located at the step end with
option to incorporate spa jets

23’

10’

5’

20’

10’

5’

+ Well-positioned entry and exit steps lead down
to the pool floor

16’

10’

5’

+ Flat-bottom design make it the perfect pool
for playing pool games or for exercising

Volcanic Black

Length

THE FREEDOM™

+ Large bench located at the step end with option
to incorporate spa jets
+ Flat-bottom design makes it the perfect pool
for playing games or exercising
+ Option to incorporate a swim jet system to
provide resistance training for the avid swimmer
+ Convenient entry and exit steps allow access
from both sides of the pool

Storm Grey

Length

Width

Flat Depth

30’

13’ 1”

5’

26’ 3”

13’ 1”

5’

23’

13’ 1”

5’

THE FREEDOM™

WITH SPLASH PAD

+ Large splash pad is ideal for young kids to
splash around or adults to relax on pool lounge
chairs

Length

Width

Flat Depth

38’ 1”

13’ 1”

5’

+ Flat-bottom design makes it the perfect pool
for playing games or exercising

34’ 4”

13’ 1”

5’

31’ 1”

13’ 1”

5’

+ Option to incorporate a swim jet system to
provide resistance training for the avid swimmer
+ Convenient entry and exit steps allow access
from both sides of the pool
+ Large splash pad depth (top to bottom = 7”
making it ideal for bubbler jets)

Ocean Blue

*Splash pad is 8’ 1” long

THE ILLUSION™

+ Our newest design featuring a full-width splash pad
+ Entry access from three sides of the splash pad
+ Sophisticated modern styling will enhance all types
of backyard designs
+ Built-in fun pad that everyone can enjoy
+ Large swimming area for both exercise and fitness
+ Deep end seats/exit steps

Storm Grey

Length Width Shallow Deep
40’

15’ 5”

4’ 4”

7’

35’

15’ 5”

4’ 4”

6’ 6”

30’

15’ 5”

4’ 4”

6’

THE MARVELOUS™

+ Features a wide bench seat running the entire
length of the pool
+ Large, unobstructed swimming corridor, ideal
for playing games or swimming laps
+ Well-positioned entry and exit steps lead down
to the pool floor
+ Sleek, modern design allows for unlimited
landscaping possibilities
+ Safety ledge surrounding perimeter of pool

Ocean Blue

Length Width Shallow Deep
40’

15’ 6”

4’ 1”

6’ 6”

35’

15’ 6”

4’ 1”

6’ 2”

30’

15’ 6”

4’ 1”

5’ 10”

THE CELEBRATION™

+ Features a large swim corridor ideal for avid 		
swimmers
+ An 8’ deep end allows for a type 1 diving board
+ A ledge runs along the shallow end entry-side,
providing bench seating and an area for relaxation
+ The varying depths plunge to 8’ accommodating
swimmers of all heights

Volcanic Black

Length Width Shallow Deep
40’

15’ 6”

4’

8’

THE FANTASY™

+ Beautiful, free-flowing design provides softness
of curvature without the loss of swim space
+ Design allows for numerous landscaping 		
options
+ Built-in fun pad that everyone can enjoy
+ Convenient entry and exit steps located at
both the shallow and deep ends

Ocean Blue

Length Width Shallow Deep
35’

14’ 6”

3’ 6”

6’ 6”

30’

14’

3’ 6”

6’

26’

12’ 6”

3’ 6”

5’ 7”

THE INSPIRATION™

+ Softness of curvature without the loss of swim
space
+ Large built-in fun pad provides the perfect
playground for adults and children alike
+ Secondary bench area located at the deep
end of the pool
(note: not available on the 23’ and 26’ models)
+ Convenient entry and exit steps
+ Splash pad depth (top to bottom) is
approximately 18”
(Water will come up to your calves)

Reef Blue

Length Width Shallow Deep
40’

15’ 6”

4’ 2”

6’ 8”

35’

15’ 6”

4’ 2”

6’ 4”

30’

15’ 6”

4’ 2”

6’ 1”

26’

13’

4’ 1”

5’ 7”

23’

13’

4’ 1”

5’ 5”

THE BRILLIANT™

+ Built-in spa located at the shallow end next
to entry steps and fun pad
+ Water cascades through spa spillovers to pool
and splash pad, providing a beautiful water feature
+ Large built-in fun pad provides the perfect
playground for adults and children alike
+ Secondary bench area located at the deep
end of the pool
+ Convenient entry and exit steps
+ Splash pad depth (top to bottom) is
approximately 18”
(Water will come up to your calves)

Ocean Blue

Length Width Shallow Deep
40’

15’ 6”

4’ 7”

6’ 8”

35’

15’ 6”

4’ 7”

6’ 4”

30’

15’ 6”

4’ 7”

6’ 1”

THE DREAM SPA™

ROUND

Seat

+ Relax in the soothing warm water of your
own spa
+ A popular way to reduce stress and anxiety
+ Use of your spa prior to bed could make it
easier to sleep
+ Circular design allows for multiple landscaping
options, as a complimentary feature or a
stand-alone focal point
+ Spillover design is available so that you can
elevate the spa above the pool turning it into
a water feature

Ocean Blue

Spa

Length

Width

Round

8’

8’

Spillover

8’

8’

Deep
Step
Seat

2’ 10”
2’ 10”

Footwell
Step

Spillover

*Spillover option available upon request

Footwell

THE DREAM SPA™

SQUARE

Reclining
spa seat

+ Enjoy having soothing warm water massage
your body
+ Spa owners enjoy the opportunity to reduce
stress and anxiety through daily usage

Spa

Seat

Length

Seat
Reclining
Square
spa seat

Spillover

+ Use prior to bedtime could relax your nerves
and muscles allowing for a better and easier
sleep
+ Square design is complimentary to the classic
swimming pool models or can be utilized as a
stand alone spa with multiple jets
+ Spillover design is available so that you can
elevate the spa above the pool turning it into
a water feature

Ocean Blue

8’

Entry/exit
step

Width
Seat

8’

7’ 5”
7’ 5”

Seat

Deep
3’ 2”

Footwell
Entry/exit
step

3’ 2”

Lounge/
air bed

Footwell

Lounge/
air bed

Spillover

Seat

*Spillover option available upon request

THE PEARL™ TANNING LEDGE

+ Accent your installation project with sun ledges
from Imagine Pools™
+ Choose your preferred placement for two to
three spillways around perimeter
+ Easily installed alongside free-form pools using
the curve side of The Pearl™ or straight-walled
models using the straight wall side of The Pearl™
+ Easily accommodates one or two lounge chairs
+ Add bubblers and/or fountains for more fun

Ocean Blue

Model

Length

Width

Deep

Pearl

10’ 5”

7’ 5”

12”

*Spillways designed in 16” segments

THE MERCURY™ TANNING LEDGE

+ Accent your installation project with sun ledges
from Imagine Pools™
+ Choose your preferred placement for two to
three spillways around perimeter
+ Easily installed alongside straight-walled models
in the Imagine Pools™ line of swimming pools
+ Easily accommodates one or two lounge chairs
+ Add bubblers and/or fountains for more fun

Ocean Blue

Model

Length

Width

Deep

Mercury

10’ 5”

6’ 10”

12’

*Spillways designed in 16” segments

Add a splash of color
to your backyard.
Imagine all the years of fun you’ll get with a new
Imagine Pools™ swimming pool in your backyard.
Beyond the enjoyment and health benefits, one
of the best reasons to invest in a swimming pool
is…it just looks so good. There’s nothing more
enticing than sunlight dancing off the surface
on a hot summer day…or more relaxing than
unwinding with friends by the glow of a pool
light at dusk.
Imagine Pools™ products are crafted with the
deepest, richest, highest quality gelcoat finishes
money can buy, and backed by a 10-year Surface
Warranty. With a full palette of colors that are
absolutely stunning to look at, Imagine Pools’™
gelcoat finishes offer you amazing options to
fully enjoy “Life at its Best™.”

Ocean Blue

Reef Blue

Ice Silver

Storm Grey

Volcanic Black

Coral Blue

Beach Sand
Storm Grey

Marvelous - Ocean Blue
Lakeshore Pools (TN)

Inspiration - Ice Silver
ASP Pools (TN)

Freedom - Ocean Blue
Pools of Fun (IN)

Fantasy - Ocean Blue
Pools of Fun (IN)

Vision - Reef Blue
Island Pools (NJ)

Freedom - Volcanic Black
Geddes Pools (KY)

life at its best™

Marvelous - Ice Silver
Derby City Pools (KY)

Brilliant - Ocean Blue
Pools by Design (NM)

Inspiration - Reef Blue
Pools & More (MS)

Inspiration - Volcanic Black
Easy Living Pools (OH)

Fantasy - Ocean Blue
Easy Living Pools (OH)

Celebration - Ice Silver
Patio Pleasures (WI)

Fantasy - Ocean Blue
Laddscapes (TN)

Celebration - Ocean Blue
Laddscapes (TN)

Inspiration - Ocean Blue
Wilson Pools (GA)

Brilliant - Ocean Blue
Cool Pools (NC)

Fantasy - Volcanic Black
B & B Pools (SC)

Freedom - Storm Grey
Pools of Fun (IN)

Celebration - Volcanic Black
Clearwater Pools (KY)

Marvelous - Ocean Blue
Brinkmann Fiberglass Pools (WI)

Marvelous - Coral Blue
Easy Living Pools (OH)

Fantasy - Ocean Blue
Brinkmann Fiberglass Pools (WI)

Marvelous - Reef Blue
Gold Coast Pools (SC)

Brilliant - Beach Sand
East Texas Pools (TX)

enjoy life at its best
by contacting an authorized
Imagine Pools™ dealer today

Fantasy - Reef Blue
Derby City Pools (KY)

Fantasy - Ocean Blue
ASP Pools (TN)

Freedom - Ocean Blue
Pools of Fun (IN)

Inspiration - Reef Blue
Brinkmann Fiberglass Pools (WI)

Inspiration - Ice Silver
Brinkmann Fiberglass Pools (WI)

Brilliant - Reef Blue
Pristine Pools (AL)

Imagine Pools™ is proud to create the world’s
best composite fiberglass swimming pools
which are distributed by more than 400
talented, independently owned and operated
dealerships throughout the United States and
Canada. We invite you to learn more about our
products by talking to one of our authorized
dealers and asking for a free estimate so that
you can truly enjoy “Life at its Best™.”

Freedom - Ocean Blue
Pools of Fun (IN)

Inspiration - Ocean Blue
Derby City Pools (KY)

Fantasy - Ocean Blue
Pools by Design (NM)

Inspiration - Ice Silver
Pete Alewine Pools (GA)

Marvelous - Reef Blue
Easy Living Pools (OH)

(800) 997-POOL (800) 997-7665

www.imaginepools.com

NOTICE REGARDING INDEPENDENT IMAGINE POOLS™ DEALERS. Imagine Pools™ products are supplied primarily through a network of independently owned and operated dealers authorized to sell and install various products under a license from Imagine Pools ™. These dealers
are not owners, employees or agents of Imagine Pools™ and Imagine Pools™ is not responsible for the actions of these dealers or liable for any related damage to persons, property or Imagine Pools™ products. For further information regarding the relationship between
Imagine Pools™ and its dealers and for related advice to purchasers, please refer to the Terms and Conditions portion of the Imagine Pools™ website at the following link: www.imaginepools.com
Imagine Pools™ reminds you to always supervise your children around pools and never permit unattended swimming. Diving or jumping into a swimming pool could result in serious injury, paralysis, or death. Be familiar with pool contours and dimensions before use. Never
enter a pool in an uncontrolled manner. Never use a pool in an unsafe manner. For additional pool safety resources please visit www.nspf.org

